NDS SLIM CHANNEL

6’ Channel only  9’ Channel Only
Part #: 9206      Part#: 9209

6’ Channel with slotted grates assembled
Part#: 9206SKIT (Sand)
Part#, 9206GKIT (Green)
Kit comes with Channel, Grate, 2 End Caps, 2 Anchor Clips, 1 Coupling, 1 Bottom Outlet

9’ Channel with slotted grates (Only) assembled
Part #’s: 9209WHITE, 9209GRAY, 9209SAND

Channel Material: PVC
Channel Color: Black with UV inhibitors
Channel Weight: 0.50 lbs / linear foot
18-21.44 GPM per ft. Inlet Capacity

Channel accessories
- End cap / outlet (#9247)
- Coupling (#9248)
- Bottom Outlet (#9250)
- Anchor clip (#9270)  Pre-Fab 45’s 90’s & T’s

SLIM CHANNEL GRATES

Slotted  Square  Chain Deco
- WHITE (#9241)  - WHITE (#9251)  - WHITE (#9261)
- SAND (#9242)   - SAND (#9252)   - SAND (#9262)
- GRAY (#9243)    - GRAY (#9253)    - GRAY (#9263)

Class A
- Loads of 1-60 psi
- Pedestrian, Bicycles, and Wheelchair traffic
- ADA compliant & heel-proof

Visit ndspro.com for specs, detail drawings, and case studies